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Abstract: This paper discusses the possibilities of using theories of glocalisation for un-
derstanding national differences in death ways, in times when global digital technolo-
gies play a growing role in how individuals and societies respond to severe crises. How 
people approach death is influenced by personal needs and values, unfolding within a 
thick framework of significance. Romania is a revealing example: what it is locally rele-
vant is not unproblematically linked to a global pattern. After exploring the literature, 
we identify and discuss three key-directions of research that may be of help in further 
debates: 1. glocalisation of lived death practices and meanings; 2. glocalisation of death 
studies agendas; 3. the theoretical relevance of glocalism for understanding fundamen-
tal human experiences (we suggest a social phenomenological approach).  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper explores the possibilities of using theories of 

glocalism for understanding national differences in death ways, 
in times when digital technologies play a growing role in how 
individuals and societies respond to severe crises. We identify 
three key-directions of research that can be helpful in cross-na-
tional comparisons. We thus hope to open up new ways of look-
ing at certain theoretical, methodological, epistemological and 
practical aspects of death in various cultural spaces: a) glocali-
sation of lived death practices and meanings; b) glocalisation of 
death studies agendas; c) the (possibly) enlightening theoretical 
relevance of glocalism for understanding fundamental human 
experiences. 
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Our discussion may help to answer questions like the fol-
lowing ones: where does global and local meet when it comes 
to a particular death system? 1  How to approach change in 
death ways, theoretically? How to interpret resistance to 
change? Is it an inherently one-way road from local to global? 
From traditional offline death to modern digital death? Can we 
look at the digital death and recognise a glocal phenomenon? 

 
 

CONTEXT 
 
Beyond myriads of local political and cultural structures and 

practices there is one constantly rising network society. Infor-
mation floats freely and so are the individual and collective mean-
ings of life and death (Jacobsen 2021; Lagerkvist 2019). Most bi-
nary oppositions – the cornerstones of our traditional way of 
thinking about the world – have been challenged by the growth 
of global dynamics and global problems (Bauman 1991, 2000; 
Beck 1992; McPherson 2019; Pyszczynski, Lockett, Greenberg, 
Solomon 2021; Solomon, Greenberg, Pyszczynski 2015; 
Weintrobe 2012). Actual boundaries, symbolic boundaries and 
conceptual boundaries are incessantly relativised, transgressed, 
transcended: inclusion/exclusion, individual/communal, sacred/ 
profane, centre/periphery, local/global, just to mention a few of 
the oppositions that lose their power and constantly shift their 
cultural, political, spiritual and symbolical meaning (Bauman 
1991, 2000; Castells 2012; Epstein 2012; Howarth 2000; Jay 
1970; Maffesoli 1996; Vieru 2021; Wexler 2000). And yet, new 
polarisations and new dilemmas appear nationally and globally: 
one either/or is disappearing only to return in more either/or’s. 
In the age of growing interconnectedness (Chayko 2002, 2018; 
Couldry 2012; Robertson, Buhari-Gulmez 2016), applying new 
rules to traditional contexts and traditional rules to new contexts 
is what we constantly and spontaneously do in our life and re-
search, without making deliberate attempts to assess, define and 
conceptualise what we are doing.  

We know, intuitively, that there is a permanent intertwining 
between what is locally relevant and what is globally pressing. 
We also know that glocalism does happen in theory (Bauman 
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1998b, 2011, 2013; Gobo 2011; Inglis, Robertson 2011; Rob-
ertson 1994, 1995, 2003a, 2003b, 2013; Roudometof 2013, 
2015a, 2015b, 2015c, 2016a, 2016b, 2018, 2019a, 2019b; 
Roudometof, Dessi 2022; Schuerkens 2004; Sedda 2014). And 
yet, the process of glocalisation does not always actually happen 
as experience, although, in theory, it happens continuously 
(Dessì, Sedda 2020: 2). Indeed, because of too many unpredict-
able and unspecified local responses with little comprehensible 
causes, it is difficult to detect how global or glocal a norm or a 
practice can be. When a certain norm is relocated, the re-signi-
fications are not uniform or systematic and not even guaran-
teed. New norms, although institutionally legitimised, can just 
as well remain alien, unassimilated and discordant with the ac-
tual values of those individuals and communities who were tar-
geted by a particular normative measure2.  

Death studies in general and, in particular, cross-national 
researches on contemporary death ways can benefit greatly 
from addressing this multifaceted challenge that has a concep-
tual side, a methodological side and, last but not least, a practi-
cal side. The rest of the paper describes and analyses this chal-
lenge suggesting that there are at least three new directions for 
future research: 1. glocalisation of lived (“everyday”) death 
practices and meanings, 2. glocalisation of methodologies in 
(Western) death studies agendas, 3. glocalism as a concept and 
its theoretical relevance for understanding fundamental human 
experiences. 

 
 

FROM GLOBAL STUDIES TO GLOCAL STUDIES 
 
Globalisation and globality as an academic theme has be-

come popular and truly unavoidable after the 80s (Bauman 
1998a, 1998b; Castells 1996, 1997, 1998; Hannerz 1996; 
Hawkin 2004; Levitt 1983; Norris, Inglehart 2009; Pieterse 
2009, 2013; Ray 2007; Ritzer 1993, 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2007, 
2011; Robertson 1983, 1992a, 1992b, 2001; Roudometof 1994, 
2014; Scholte 2000; Steger, James 2019). Globalisation was gen-
erally seen as a process of structuration and as a consequence 
of modernity (Giddens 1990; Robertson 1992a, 1992b, 2001)3. 
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Roland Robertson (1992a, 1992b, 1994) mostly known as a so-
ciologist of religion, was among the first scholars to approach, 
simultaneously, the problematic of localising the global and 
globalising the local, preserving both homogeneity and hetero-
geneity as fundamental traits of one and the same phenomenon. 
He has decisively shifted the accents, so that, after the 90s, a 
reductionistic understanding of global and local was gradually 
abandoned making room for other robust (although critical) re-
framings of the local-global debates (see, for instance, more 
critical approaches Garrett 1992; Ray 2007; Radhakrishnan 
2010; Ritzer 2003a, 2003b; Scholte 2000; Schuerkens 2004). 
Not only the global and the local do not exclude each other, 
but when global forces meet local variables, a new process may 
appear: glocalisation (Robertson 1992b, 1995).  

In the 1990s, the concept was still very new, but the idea 
was not. According to Robertson (1992b, 1995) and to his pro-
lific former student, Victor Roudometof (2015a, 2015b, 2015c, 
2016), the Japanese from Sony Corporation might have been 
the first to use the term “global localization” in business and 
journalistic circles, already in the 80s. During the same years, 
an alternative scholarly origin was proposed, probably emerged 
in ecology research. However, a proper theory of glocalism did 
not come about until 2015 (Roudometof 2015c). After decades 
of dedicated works, the Cypriot sociologist Victor Roudometof 
has become, in our opinion, the most original and knowledge-
able voice in the field of glocal studies: “the notion of glocality 
is meant to transcend the binary opposition between the global 
and the local and to provide an accurate linguistic representa-
tion of their blending in real life” (Roudometof 2016: 130).  

In Roudometof’s view, glocalism is expected to have analytic 
autonomy, that is, 1. not to overlap with certain sophisticated 
definitions of globalisation; indeed, realisation of the global lo-
cally may just as well define a self-limiting process of globalisa-
tion (Roudometof 2016 suggests Khondker 2004; Khondker 
2005; see also Scholte 2000); and 2. to be defined in its own 
terms, without resorting to former theories of globalisation or 
diffusion theories (Roudometof 2015c: 8). What Roudometof 
proposes below is a new conceptual metaphor meant to change 
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one’s theoretical mindset (about both glocalism as globalisation 
and glocalism as being subsumed to globalisation):  

 
First, the wave-like properties can be absorbed and amplified by 

the local and then reflected back onto the world stage. That process 
of reflection is rather accurately described by world society theorists 
– and in many respects it is the very mechanism through which insti-
tutional isomorphism comes into existence. Second, it is possible for 
a wave to pass through the local and to be refracted by it. And that is 
precisely what happens in some instances: glocalisation is globalisa-
tion refracted through the local. (...) interpretation of glocalisation – 
one that explicitly allows its analytical autonomy from globalisation. 
The local is not annihilated or absorbed or destroyed by globalisation 
but, rather, operates symbiotically with globalisation and shapes the 
telos or end state or result (Roudometof 2015c: 9). 

 
Roudometof (1999, 2010, 2013, 2014) uses examples from 

Christian traditions to explain why the time factor (historical 
dimension) plays an important role in the process of glocalisa-
tion, while, on the contrary, globalisation relies on the space 
factor and, thus, on synchronicity and simultaneity 
(Roudometof 2015c). Also, the long-term pre-modern globali-
sation needs to be taken into account, Roudometof suggests. 
He sees the three Christian churches (Eastern Church, Catholic 
Church, Protestant Church) as unique particularisations of 
Christianity (Roudometof 1999, 2010, 2013, 2014) emerging 
from long and intricate historical and cultural processes. They 
are glocal phenomena in their own right, having uniquely com-
plicated cultural histories, forging a unique sense of nationhood 
that influence or/and operate alongside global religious trends: 
“the ‘rise of the West’ and the emergence of Western modernity 
itself occur within a far more encompassing world-historical 
globalisation” (Roudometof 2013: 228). However, “globality 
(...) is not by itself sufficient to capture the complexity of social 
relations” (Roudemetof 2015c: 10). And this is why, he sug-
gests, we need to consider multiple glocalisations: “also, if glob-
alisation and glocalisation are analytically autonomous from 
each other, that in turn raises the question of the local as pos-
sessing similar analytical autonomy” (Roudometof 2015c: 13). 

Considering everything, Roudometof thinks we do not 
need the modernisation and secularisation theories to explain, 
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for example, why Orthodox Christians are more likely than Lu-
theran Christians to be traditionalists. He recommends we 
should refrain from looking at what is happening in a specific 
place in terms of its convergence or divergence from the West-
ern case. The glocal experience (inherent time delays, innumer-
able national and individual filters) breaks both synchronicity 
and simultaneity (doing things at the same time, but spatially 
separated). That is why globalisation cannot explain, by itself, 
any “global” event: a myriad of glocal experiences are con-
stantly taking shape and, in their turn, influencing (projecting 
or resisting) global trends, thus, limiting and twisting synchro-
nous comparisons. Connected individuals do compare, in real 
time, their own state with the state of others (Roudometof 
2015c: 9) but they immediately reformulate everything accord-
ing to their personal, cultural and national filters. According to 
Roudometof, glocalism is “a specific point of view” and even “a 
world-view” (Roudometof 2015c: 13) aiming to bring flexible 
solutions for both researchers and policy makers.  

We find Roudometof’s conclusion useful for researchers in 
comparative death studies and, indeed, crucial for reflecting on 
technologically mediated death and dying. Is digitally mediated 
death a glocal phenomenon? Although it may seem so, there is 
no simple answer to this question. Surprisingly, the most part 
of everyday digital communication happens without the users’ 
conscious will. Most internet users know very little about their 
everyday digital practices and favourite gadgets. As the media 
scholar Marshall McLuhan (1962; 1964/1994) guessed a long 
time ago, there is a great degree of dumbness, blindness and 
deafness in relation to technology4. In the last decade, the very 
idea of sociability and daily interaction has changed and be-
come more complex and diversified since digital communities 
are constructed, shaped and enforced with the help of the algo-
rithms (Maly 2018; Wellman, Haythornthwaite 2002). The 
problem of agency in the relationships between humans (dead 
or alive) and machines has thus become irreducibly sophisti-
cated (Obhi, Hall 2011; Savin-Baden 2019; Savin-Baden, Ma-
son-Robbie 2020). Today’s digital proliferation has led, among 
other things, to a lack of meaningful, finely tuned interplay be-
tween the involved participants (Logan 2019; Verbeek 2015). 
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While we generally agree with Roudometof’s refraction ar-
gument (every space has its own refractive index which, in prin-
ciple, can be detected), we argue that there is not always a glocal 
meaning wherever there is a global impact of sorts. For instance, 
a local change towards more digitalisation depends on the very 
consistency of the medium where it is propagated, but there are 
no transparent or obvious ways of re-distributing meanings be-
tween local and global, public and private, offline and online. 
This is especially true in mediated life and death matters. The 
problem of localising/globalising fundamental existential mean-
ings will be addressed in the last section of this paper5. 

 
 

DEATH STUDIES AND GLOCALISM 
 
Various conceptualisations of glocalism have been used in 

a great variety of fields. We will provide only a few titles in the 
fields that are relevant to death studies researchers: urban stud-
ies, European studies, education, sports, music and literary crit-
icism, political communication and mass communication 
(Dowd, Janssen 2011; Luhmann 2000; Moran 2009; Thornton 
2000) religion (Beckford 2003; Beyer 1994; Beyer, Beaman 
2007; Robertson, Garrett 1991, 2007; Roudometof 1999, 2010, 
2013, 2014); last but not least, Jean-Luc Marret’s challenging 
study (2008) on Al-Qaeda as glocal organisation with focus on 
an inextricable mix of traditional and imported practices and 
on combined low-tech with high-tech technologies, exposing 
once again the difficulty of analysing and understanding the co-
existence of traditional roots and “international solidarities” 
(Marret 2008: 543). 

In death studies, to our knowledge, the concept of glocal-
ism has not been developed. Tony Walter, perhaps one of the 
most prolific and relevant contemporary sociologists of death, 
used, in passing, the term in a paper from 2012, Why Different 
Countries Manage Death Differently, but he did not assess the 
conceptual qualities of the term and its value for death studies. 
As we will show below, problematising glocal death may offer 
a new way of looking at certain theoretical, methodological, 
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epistemological and practical aspects of mediated and unmedi-
ated death in various national spaces. 

There is, of course, no common pace at which people, na-
tions or entire regions move toward common death meanings 
and practices. However, as a result of a growing digital land-
scape (the dying, the grieving and the dead remaining engaged 
for an indefinite period of time in socio-technical relationships), 
the local sociocultural factors seem less important than a dec-
ade ago. For this reason, how and why certain local death ways 
remain unaffected while others shift to new digital trends in cer-
tain cultural spaces pose serious (and, perhaps, only partially 
solvable) methodological problems.  

In our opinion, the all-embracing technical phenomenon 
(Chayko 2002, 2018; Ellul 19646; Dovey et al. 2009) has made 
some of the digital changes in our death ways very obvious, yet 
impossible to address and analyse as they often bypass the us-
ers’ awareness (Dovey et al 2009, Gotlib 2022; Han 2017; Lo-
gan 2019, Stark 2016; Zuboff 2019). We see this as being a se-
rious methodological and epistemic obstacle in researching glo-
cal forms of digital death. 

Furthermore, we should not forget that death is universal, 
but death studies are not (Doka et al. 2015). We know very well 
that, when it comes to death-related theoretical and practical 
knowledge, breaking out of local inertia has never been easy 
(Ariès 1981). In life-and-death situations, attitudes and prac-
tices come from individual inner needs and unfold themselves 
within a wide and thick framework of significance. Indeed, no 
one of these shift easily, no matter the (global) pressures. When 
it comes to value-laden ideas about human condition – the idea 
of permanence, of destiny, ways of grieving and disposal – iden-
tifying supposed antagonisms between global norms and local 
realities may be just as problematic as identifying supposed re-
fraction/glocal processes.  

What we have mentioned previously about researching 
how local death practices accommodate new trends is made 
twice more difficult if the theoretical frameworks and method-
ologies that cover local realities are not locally generated or cre-
atively adapted to local contexts. For addressing glocal death, 
one needs glocally-sensitive methodologies. Giampietro Gobo 
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(2011) pertinently explored the possibility of glocalising meth-
ods in cross-national social research. Just as Gobo noted the 
dominance of Western research methods in non-Western con-
texts, we also note that Western death studies, with their con-
ceptual models, academic, social, institutional and personal pri-
orities do not always open up a conceptual and practical hori-
zon for assessing how new death ways are actually embraced in 
other cultural spaces. 

Romania (as a cultural space) is significantly different from 
the cultural spaces that made death studies possible and, in-
deed, academically relevant. We will very briefly introduce this 
problematic in the last section of this paper. We mention again 
Walter’s insightful observation: national context in which death 
ways operate is, indeed, omnipresent, and yet never circum-
scribed (2012; 2020). Simply put, we do not know to what ex-
tent and in what ways the local shapes a particular death trend.  

We know, on the other hand, that even across more ho-
mogenous Western spaces with almost similar intellectual his-
tory, death research agendas vary greatly (Borgstrom, Ellis 
2017; Cann, Troyer 2017). Cann and Troyer recently provided 
a very detailed account of the differences between British and 
American research agendas: a focus on psychological and psy-
chiatric effects of death and dying on one side of the Atlantic, a 
focus on socio-anthropological consequences of death and dy-
ing on the other side of the Atlantic. However, it was not their 
purpose to analyse in social and cultural terms what this differ-
ence in research agendas actually mean7.  

Moreover, within each (Western) cultural space, we have 
significant variations in mortuary practices and religious rites 
(Davies 2002). In 2005, Walter made a theoretically solid at-
tempt to describe and explain such variations across modern 
West. He used modernisation theory (mentioning “a global de-
mand for more freedom and individuality”, Walter 2005: 187) 
and recognised the two-stage process through which modernisa-
tion has generated specific local institutional and cultural re-
sponses: in the mid XIXth century through rationalisation and, 
later on, in XXth century, through individualisation. It is unclear 
whether it would have been more appropriate to look at mortu-
ary practices as autonomous cultural refractions (for multiple 
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glocalisations, see Beyer 2007; Roudometof 2013; Roudometof, 
Haller 2012) rather than tracking the progressing spread of cer-
tain values, norms and institutional priorities across the whole 
modern West and call it simply after its old name: modernisation 
paradigm. 

Our own book (written under 2006 and 2007, but pub-
lished a decade later, in 2016) proposed an empirically in-
formed cross-cultural examination of death-related beliefs and 
practices in Romania and Sweden. The main concern was to 
find out whether the respective national churches (Romanian 
Orthodox Church and the Church of Sweden) retained some 
of their traditional symbolic impact on more recent death con-
ceptions, beliefs and attitudes. With the secularisation thesis in 
mind, we were hoping to show how a Western and a non-West-
ern church, in spite of being culturally different, have main-
tained their institutional roles in managing death practices, but 
have lost, each in its own specific ways, their symbolic local ef-
ficiency. Changing the methodological and epistemological fo-
cus from secularisation to towards a more historically and cul-
turally sensitive analysis of the intertwining between a world-
wide Christian tradition and local particularism, would have, 
perhaps, brought out a whole different range of causes and in-
terpretative trajectories for modern death, more tightly linked 
with local national identities. 

Speaking about causes, Walter’s already mentioned paper 
from 2012, Why Different Countries Manage Death Differently, 
set out a very useful overview of the sources of national varia-
tions, also indicating, at that moment, a lack of research on how 
the local factors regulate the ways in which individuals and local 
institutions actually engage with more global death trends: “(...) 
in social science research the national context in which death-
ways operate is everywhere, and yet nowhere; implicitly as-
sumed, yet rarely analysed” (Walter 2012: 125). 

In his very recent book Death in the modern world (2020), 
Walter reflects further on the role of the nation in shaping death 
systems. The concept of “path dependency” is particulary in-
teresting to us because it offers a promising way of looking at 
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glocal phenomena (by recognizing the importance of local his-
torical development in understanding current modern death 
practices): 

 
(...) the concept of path dependency: how a group, in this case a 

nation, starts doing or thinking about something sets up a pattern of 
enduring behaviour and thought. Even if globalisation (Chapter 14) 
to some extent undermines the nation state, national ways of doing 
things continue for generations, as do national institutions and na-
tional memory. A sense of history is therefore important if we are to 
understand why a nation does things the way it does (Walter 2020: 
179). 

 
Walter’s recent book is perhaps the most valuable socio-

logical reading on how modernity has influenced death, while 
acknowledging the importance of local (historical, institutional, 
environmental, juridical) factors. The book is formed (in fact, 
neatly organised) around a couple of main “key factors” (Wal-
ter 2020: ix) (for example risk, nation, globalisation) that have 
shaped today’s death in rather predictable ways. However, 
Walter gives equal importance to the limitations of these pre-
dictions (and the rapid evolution of technology is just one of 
them): 

 
modernity’s consequences for how death and dying are managed 

and experienced (medicalisation, rationalisation, commodification) 
are largely predictable. But how societies – their cultures, laws, and 
institutions – respond to these consequences and how they operation-
alise them is not predictable. (...) Nor can we predict if one global 
mega-disaster will change everything. In other words, however much 
we understand contemporary trends, death’s future is not predictable. 
But it is likely to be multiple – death’s futures (Walter 2020: 261, 262). 

 
In summary, it is more or less tacitly assumed that what it 

is locally relevant is not unproblematically or clearly linked to a 
global pattern. As shown above, we still know very little about 
the actual tensions between global and local in contemporary 
death ways irreparably marked by technology and recent global 
crises. 

While there is some other relevant comparative work on 
death practices and attitudes across modern Western and non-
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Western countries and cultures (Braun, Nichols 1997; Cann 
2013; Canning, Szmigin 2010; Cecil 1996; Davis 1992; Davies 
2002, 2008; Eisenbruch 1984; Goss, Klass 2005; Guddy, Poppi 
1994; Garces-Foley 2004; Howarth 2007; Hunter, Ammann 
2016; Jackson 1976; Jonker 1996; Jupp 2008; Kalish 1980; 
Kearl, Rinaldi 1983; Kellehear 1997, 2020; Klass 2005, 2014; 
Laungani 1996; Laungani et al. 1997; Matsunami 1998; Pine 
1969; Rakoff, Selin 2019; Refslund-Christensen, Gotved 2015; 
Reimers 1999; Rosenblatt, Walsh, Douglas 1976; Rusu 2020a, 
2020b; Vovelle 1983, Walter 1993, 1999, 2005, 2010; see also 
the Introduction of Encyclopaedia of cremation Davies, Mates 
2002), most of the studies describe and analyse differences and 
similarities in religious and civil mourning, funerary and dis-
posal practices by emphasising well-known global patterns (the 
modernisation process with its institutional, cultural, spiritual 
and symbolic consequences), universal human needs or distinc-
tive cultural patterns. They did not approach the very interde-
pendence between the global and the local which is itself a two-
fold problem: one concerned with everyday practices and 
meanings, the other one concerned with methodological and 
epistemological decisions.  

An example in passing is this (for other examples see Goss, 
Klass, 2005; Rakoff, Selling, 2019): Western models of grief and 
non-Western actual ways of grieving are very different in con-
tent and objectives. Not only in his major works (Klass, Silver-
man, Nickman 1996), but also in other essays8, Dennis Klass 
convincingly showed the ways in which Western models and 
narratives of grief can be challenged by alternative non-West-
ern narratives. We suggest we could recognise in continuing 
bonds paradigm9 a glocal phenomenon in its own right: 

 
When I began to study Japanese ancestor rituals, one of the first 

questions that came up was how continuing bonds in cultures like tra-
ditional Japan, in which dependence is a dominant cultural value was, 
were different from continuing bonds in cultures like 20th century 
North America, where autonomy is a dominant cultural value (Klass 
1996). Our present cultural narrative fosters bonds that can be both 
similar and very different from bonds based in other cultural narra-
tives. It is easier to clarify both the similarities and differences, when 
we focus on both the living and the dead (Klass 2014: 2). 
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 In the section below, we will provide some less system-
atic suggestions for transcending the opposition between global 
and local death ways. 

 
 

DE/RE-LOCALISING DEATH: FURTHER REFLEC-
TIONS AND A BRIEF PROPOSAL  

 
In 2018, during our Romanian postdoctoral research 

(Toplean 2018), we have identified many ambiguous aspects of 
local death that have been inadequately or irrelevantly theo-
rised precisely because local research (sociologies of death and 
religion, political sociology, history of ideologies etc.) follows 
too closely Western research trends and priorities, thus failing 
to identify and analyse local problems as they emerge in local 
dynamics (Rotar, Bodrean 2009; Rotar 2013, 2015, 2021; Rusu 
2020c). We need not only more adequate methods and better-
fitted concepts, but also more locally relevant research topics.  

Especially in cross-national research projects, we should be 
constantly aware of the danger of looking for unified meanings 
of death where they do not exist. Death is primarily local and 
qualitative methodologies could, indeed, provide insights into 
various aspects of peoples’ own thick experiences, but we 
should keep in mind that the “the idea of the local”, “the idea 
of the global” and “the idea of digitalisation” have strong local 
meanings of their own, outside the academic circles and re-
search trends. As far as we are concerned, this further compli-
cates an already complicated (and academically underexposed) 
problem: post-communist Romania is a striking example of 
symbolic ambivalence and institutional confusion, more cultur-
ally hybrid and less spiritually homogenous than usually re-
flected in international literature (Banac, Verdery 1995; Bănică 
2014; Bănică, Vintilă 2017; Bejan 2012; Leuștean 2014; Pantazi 
2013; Makrides, Roudometof 2010; Moller 2005; Mureșan 
2010; Necula 2014; Patapievici 2019; Popescu 1995a; Popescu 
1995b; Preda 2011; Stan, Turcescu 2007; Stahl 2013; Stahl, 
Venbrux 2011; Toplean 2016a, 2016b, 2018; Verdery 1995, 
1996, 1999; Vlăsceanu, Hâncean 2014). In a country were 
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nearly every citizen uses “double-talk” and is constantly sus-
pected of having hidden (political) agendas (Kligman 1998), 
simplistic empiricism is not of much help in researching how 
profound and “messy” life-and-death situations are reflected on 
various digital platforms (Toplean 2021).  

Finding an adequate methodological approach for obtain-
ing credible evidence and, hence, theoretically sound analyses 
of how local death ways are reflected in digital media is thus a 
complex endeavour. As our current project on digital death un-
folds (see “Funding” and “Acknowledgements”), it is not obvi-
ous that we need more empirical and locally rooted thanatolog-
ical knowledge or, on the contrary, more systematical (but in-
herently more globally normative) approaches.  

To give yet another (European) example: investigating cul-
turally and religiously motivated violence in European contexts 
asks for a careful examination of local specificity but, at the 
same time, for wider explanatory civilisational frameworks. Jo-
hanna Sumiala, Anu Harju and Emilia Palonen (2023) have 
looked into the case of Turku attacks from August 2017 by in-
vestigating the construction of post-terror discourse on Twitter. 
It was for the first time in modern Finnish history, the authors 
noted, that religious motivation was officially offered as an ex-
planation for a terror attack. Under threatening, concrete cir-
cumstances and in the aftermath of a tight debate on the “refu-
gee crisis” of 2015, the local response revealed a sense of reli-
gious belonging with populist undertones. In a highly secular-
ised North, in times of crisis, Christianity as a cultural heritage 
was invoked in contrast to an actively religious Islam. Through 
hashtags, the Islam was framed as a threat (Sumiala, Harju, 
Palonen 2023: 2870; see also Appadurai 2006); through tweets 
and retweets, the structural and cultural incompatibility be-
tween “us” Christians and “them” Muslims was politically ar-
ticulated (Sumiala, Harju, Palonen 2023: 2875). Barrie Axford 
sees populism (with its many strains) as a particular vernacular 
type of local-global interaction where negotiation and flexibility 
in responding to global change is consciously rejected (Axford 
2021: 124, 125). While glocal accommodation takes place im-
aginatively and naturally (Appadurai 1996; 2000), often “<be-
hind the backs> of the agents” (Axford 2021: 127), populism is 
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explicitly defensive, actively and strategically constructed 
through social and political discourse infused with outrage and 
“heavier cultural baggage” (Axford 2021: 77) conveniently car-
ried out through digital media. Such “geographies of anger” 
(Appadurai 2006) have underlying causes that are difficult to 
address and are linked in less obvious ways to individuals’ and 
communities’ sense of existential danger (Pyszczynski, Kesebir, 
Lockett 2019; Inglehart 1977). It is thus once more exposed the 
multi-layered nature of local engagements with global threats 
that goes deep in our cultural belief systems as well as in our 
imagination and religious past. 

What we venture to suggest is that a well-adjusted and per-
tinently situated exploration of digitally mediated death should 
emphasise, on the one hand, what is locally resisted, contested 
and rejected in terms of both technology and death trends, and, 
on the other hand, what is indeed relevant, recurrent and con-
stantly reinforced globally. For example, most digital transfor-
mations of death attitudes and practices contain obvious or 
veiled religious elements. The human need to secure an eternal 
life is not expected to change and, as it is often stressed, our 
involvement with technologies is itself deeply spiritual (Stenger 
1991; Wertheim 1999).  

Where do we start? When it comes to deeply disturbing ex-
istential matters, we suggest, both the anxious resistance and the 
imaginative cultural accommodation to global pressures start in 
the everydayness of our lives. We thus propose we start from eve-
ryday experiences of death and dying, that is, from problem of 
local current meanings of death and everyday conduct in the 
proximity of death. Drawing on Alfred Schütz’ social phenome-
nology (1967/1970; 1976), we argue for a need for symbolic local 
sustainability, that is, for meaningful intersubjective experiences 
related to death, unfolded and deepened through local experi-
ence, in time10. This link between digital technologies, the trans-
formation of time (Castells 2009) and death anxiety will be ad-
dressed extensively in an upcoming paper. 

To return to our argument, phenomenologically speaking, 
one can efficiently react to a crisis when there are already dom-
inant meanings and practices at hand that have been intersub-
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jectively approved and called into play immediately and spon-
taneously (see also Schuerkens 2004, but mostly Schütz, Luck-
mann 1974). The everyday world of what Schütz’s calls “natural 
attitude” is the world where one meets the other locals. Alt-
hough human beings may choose to travel into other realms, 
the only self-evident and inevitable world is “the paramount re-
ality” (Schütz, Luckmann 1974: 3). 

The digital realm exposes the internet users to countless 
“alien” death ways (Walter, Hourizi, Moncur, Pitsillides 2012). 
While the users’ death knowledge obviously expands, their im-
mediate know-how may actually decrease. The lifeworld is, in 
certain ways, left behind or, at least, overshadowed. A return to 
the “home-base”, that is, to the paramount reality, may be 
found difficult and, for grieving internet users, even distressful. 
In a digital realm, as some scholars and psychotherapists show, 
the need to communicate often turns into a compulsive activity 
hardly discernible from everyday ritualisations (Frankel 2013; 
Hartman 2011; 2012). Moreover, the narrative dimension of the 
online stories “is losing meaning on a massive scale” (Han 2017: 
35) as everything we see and read online is inevitably processed, 
scattered, fragmented and “rhetoricised”. 

Johnathan Friedman (1994; 1997) pointed out that global 
norms do not automatically lead to global meanings. Global 
meanings are conditioned by what he calls a global conscious-
ness. Global consciousness is not about how good local people 
are at emulating a global trend, instead, global consciousness is 
formed and informed from within, where personal meanings 
are shaped, where certain values are internalised and cease to 
be felt as external pressures. We suggest glocal death implies 
not only imaginative, but also efficient personal adjustments to 
new/global norms under deeply disruptive conditions.  

Elliott and Lemert (2006) bring a useful distinction be-
tween diffuse globalisation and thick globalisation. Thick glob-
alisation is intensely reflected in intimate emotional experiences 
like erotic and traumatic experiences, death, suffering or illness. 
Thick globalisation can indeed be related to global conscious-
ness. However, one’s awareness of global consciousness im-
plies, as suggested, individual processes. There may be a direct 
link between globalisation and individualisation (see also Beck 
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2000a, 2000b; Beck, Beck-Gernsheim 2002) which is not to say 
that individualisation theories are more plausible than massifi-
cation theories, but that passive uniformisation and active indi-
vidualisation are constantly eroding, escaping and reshaping 
each other. In the mid-90s, Michel Maffesoli wrote about the 
intricate, paradoxical blend of collective effervescence and ac-
tive subjectivity in the Western society. Today, in times of “net-
worked individualism” (Wellman at al. 2003) this tendency is 
even more evident: 

 
A certain consecutive uniformity, flowing from the globalization 

and homogenization of customs and even thoughts, can occur simul-
taneously with a growing emphasis on individual values which are 
granted an intense new meaning by some. Thus, we are witness to an 
ever-increasing penetration of the mass media, uniformity in our 
dress, the victory of the fast food outlet; and at the same time we can 
also see the development of local communication (private radio, cable 
TV), the rise of individual fashions, local produce and cuisine, so that 
it would sometimes seem that we are in the process of reappropriating 
our existence (Maffesoli 1996: 41).  

 
We live in a world that is attentive to individual narratives 

and suspicious of overarching narratives. After Lyotard 
(1979/1984), this has become a commonplace. In the digital 
age, death and dying personal narratives are improvisational, 
open and often highly dramatic: a particular personal journey, 
a particular mediated story of a particular suffering woman or 
man needing urgent surgery abroad has to be immediately dis-
sociated from the general online “noise”. There are many indi-
viduals who, very consciously, make their unique dying voice or 
grieving voice heard transculturally through the internet (Chris-
tensen, Sandvik 2014; Miah, Rich 2008; Sumiala 2013; Sumiala 
2021; Walter et al. 2012). It is not uncommon that these voices 
are used or enhanced politically and organisationally by NGOs 
and the media. Such singular voices are, indeed, heard. How-
ever, they are not heard as dramatic singular voices narrating a 
life story, but as politically problematic, civic voices. Unques-
tionably, they have a mobilising potential, and they may even 
become globally normative (Holst-Warhaft 2000; Kearl, 
Rinaldi 1983): once they are heard, it is ethically imperative to 
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act. They do not need to penetrate the global consciousness be-
cause they are the global consciousness. In truth, globalisation 
saves individual lives. But there is a price for this: individual 
lives often become loaded with civic purpose and political am-
bition. This is, we believe, an example of failed process of glo-
calisation: all local constraints are thus bypassed or removed. 
When a Romanian dying person needs a lifesaving surgery 
abroad, he or she will tell her story on social media vilifying lo-
cal constraints and local corrupted institutional arrangements. 
The good global citizen deplores the local situation and, 
through digital communication, he or she feels involved in a to-
tal stranger’s personal problem. She cannot bring her soup, but 
she donates online money for her surgery. This is not an inter-
personal situation, but a (mediated) civic one: a dramatic biog-
raphy that went global efficiently fights with local corrupt death 
systems. Another paper should be written for showing why the 
involvement of digital media in medical tourism and life-saving 
campaigns saves individual lives, but keeps problems (local 
death systems) in place.  

 
 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
Schütz (1970) calls the paramount reality “the home-base”. 

Although this is not the place to develop the subject, it must be 
mentioned something that it is relevant for a phenomenological 
approach of glocalism: “home” is where everything is organised 
in a way that seems meaningful to you. “Home” is where even 
deviations from routine life are mastered in a certain way (1970: 
297). When death strikes, you have your proven way to deal 
with chaos because you and the ones you know through daily 
contact rely on certain attitudes and behaviours within a com-
mon communication medium.  

We also learn from Schütz’s former student, Thomas Luck-
man, that a subjective system of relevance is a constitutive element 
of one’s personal identity (Luckman 1963/2023: 46). Therefore, 
we suggest, in grave matters of life and death, a glocal process 
penetrates individual consciousness and takes adequate and 
formative subjective expressions. Glocalism does not happen 
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just because a new cultural practice is brought “home” and 
adapted to familiar terms. There are more conditions to be met. 
These conditions should secure the continuity of sense-making, 
that is, the intelligibility and the consistency of the lifeworld. 
When we go through a tragedy, we depend greatly on stable 
human bonds, on mutual presence and reciprocal intelligibility. 
We dread being dislocated or “falling between”. What we em-
brace something new, we want it to be worthy of trust and val-
idated through mutual sharing. Thus, when global solutions are 
offered in times of distress, the world around us should not lose 
neither its axiological specificity nor its immediate functional-
ity. At both individual and community level, successful glocal-
ism involves (1) a sense of order or adequacy and (2) a sense of 
time and space: knowing what resources are close (that is, im-
mediately reachable) and what resources are out of reach sym-
bolically/spiritually and spatially/practically, so that we can go 
on having valuable pursuits and feasible, time-efficient deci-
sions.  

We are aware that the topic of glocalisation of death mean-
ings, practices and methodologies is too big a challenge to be 
addressed by only surveying and briefly analysing the literature. 
Therefore, this panoramic essay is just a preliminary attempt to 
open up the dialogue and invite to further reflection. We have 
identified three directions of research that, although of consid-
erable generality, can be exploited in future studies either by us 
or by other researchers: 1. glocalisation of lived death practices 
and meanings; 2. glocalisation of death studies agendas; 3. the 
uncertain (but possibly edifying) theoretical relevance of glocal-
ism for understanding fundamental human experiences. 
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NOTES 

 
 

1 Robert Kastenbaum defined the death system as “the interpersonal, sociophys-
ical and symbolic network, through which an individual’s relationship to mortality is 
mediated by his or her society” (Kastenbaum 1977/2018: 105). His framework did not 
lose its relevance over the years. Kastenbaum’s first attempt to define and analyse the 
“death system” was in a paper written for Omega, in 1972: “socio physical network by 
which we mediate and express our relationship to mortality” (Kastenbaum 1972: 310). 

2 When facing major world crises, the local resistance dissolves. For example, 
during the Covid pandemic, the global restrictions led to the collapse of funerary rites 
and burial practices all over the world. Romanian dead were buried in plastic bags. 
Saying goodbye to the dying over Facetime or WhatsApp has become a common 
(global) practice. In a private conversation, the media sociologist Valentina Marinescu 
(University of Bucharest) shared her perspective on the uniformisation of death prac-
tices during the pandemic. She believes there has been an irreversible symbolic loss that 
may show the direction of further changes and compressions in death practices and 
meanings. 

3 I agree with R. Robertson when he notes that modernisation and globalisation 
do not overlap (Robertson 2001). 

4 McLuhan’s extension thesis and anti-content thesis have pointed to this idea. 
5 We should also mention that glocalism was sometimes approached as an essen-

tially negative experience and/or a theoretical and methodological abnormality. At least 
three major scholars - Bauman (1998b; Bauman 2013), Ritzer (1993, 2004) and 
Thornton (2000) have pointed to the weaknesses of the glocalism theories and to the 
socio-political and economical disadvantages of glocalisation. 

6 Jacques Ellul was among the first social thinkers to realise the importance of 
globalisation and communication technologies and study them from a technological 
perspective (a theological anthropology derived from French Protestantism). We be-
lieve that reading his works with a 21st century eye, could bring new theoretical insights 
in understanding of the current technical takeover (as people cease to make good and 
conscious use of various digital technologies). 

7 We venture to say, in a sociocultural logic, that the dominant – be it practical 
or theoretical - approach of death in a certain space is connected in innumerable and 
complex ways with religious mentalities, or, more broadly, spiritual and existential be-
liefs and values (Davies 2002). Therefore, “a religiously-tinged rhetoric” in the United 
States (Berger, Davie, Fokas 2008: 11) – among other cultural, historical and institu-
tional factors – have made a “help” paradigm (spiritual counselling, psychological/psy-
chiatric guidance) seem more appropriate than intellectual approaches of death. This, 
however, remains to be explored in a separate paper. 

8 The psychologist Dennis Klass has published extended versions of his studies 
with the following comment: “academia.edu allows for papers like this one, longer than 
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a journal article but shorter than can be published as a stand-alone piece.” (https://in-
dependent.academia.edu/DennisKlass). 

9 In grief theory, the concept of “continuing bond”was decisively introduced in 
1996 by Dennis Klass, Phyllis Silverman and Steven Nickman stressing the importance 
of relativising the grief canon and remain connected with the departed ones for as long 
as one sees fit. Today, it is widely accepted in the Western bereavement care as a dom-
inant paradigm (Klass, Silverman, Nickman 1996). 

10 If digital death is, in phenomenological terms, about permanent presence (in-
stant intersubjective realisation) entertaining such views of death may be perceived as 
“unacceptable” or “risky”. 
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